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GLAMTWINZ 5 CITY BOOK TOUR LAUNCHING EARLY 2017 
Beauty & Lifestyle Vloggers, The Glam Twinz, announce global book tour that shares 

their secrets for growing long healthy hair  

DALLAS, November 2016-In their continued quest to inspire women to grow 
their hair with confidence, The GLAMTWINZ, have published their debut 
book, The GlamTwinz Guide To Longer Healthier Hair, and will celebrate its 
release with a global five city tour.  

In response to demand from their passionate fan base the tour includes stops in 
Washington D.C. and Los Angeles in February, Chicago in March, and 
concludes in The UK and Paris in April.  

The book was inspired by their most popular YouTube video to date titled, “Top 
10 Tips To Grow Out Long Healthy Hair.” The video has garnered over 1.8 
million views and counting.  

The GLAMTWINZ have packed their book with secret tips such as daily hair 
care rituals, products and trends to avoid, and how to style your hair to 
perfection, in order to obtain long healthy hair. They even answer follow up 
questions from their Top Ten video that can only be found in their book. 

The book can be purchased at Amazon, Barnes & Nobles, and Target.  

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE



Fans will not want to miss the opportunity to meet the GLAMTWINZ in these 
select cities to receive an autographed copy of their book and to soak up their 
vast knowledge on growing long healthy hair.  

The tour is presented by BELLA KINKS, an events and digital marketing firm 
based in Dallas, Texas that caters to beauty and lifestyle brands.  

The GLAMTWINZ are Beauty & Lifestyle Vloggers and Brand Ambassadors 
based in Atlanta, Georgia. Their Youtube subscriber count has surpassed half a 
million and continues to grow daily. As a duo, they continue to reach new 
heights as social media influencers. The idea of embracing inner beauty while 
celebrating what makes one glam will always be front and center as they expand 
their remarkable brand.  

We welcome your questions and comments.  

SEND MEDIA INQUIRIES TO: 

Julian Addo 
CEO & Founder 
Bella Kinks Inc.  
Events + Digital Marketing  
Bellakinks2012@gmail.com  
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